English:

Writing and Creating
- Recount writing
- Narrative writing
- Handwriting
  - Jolly Grammar
- Spelling - Jolly Phonics, spelling program and sight words
- Developing correct sentence structure and punctuation
- Vocabulary development

Reading and Viewing
- Guided Reading and Reading Comprehension strategies.
  - Read to self, read to someone

Listening and Speaking
- Students take part in pair and group discussions using appropriate language features.
  - Weekly sharing.
  - Presentations.

Mathematics:

Number and Algebra
- Place Value
- Skip Counting
- Times Tables
- Number Operations
- Problem Solving
- Number Lines

Measurement
- Time - seasons, day and night, days of the week, months of the year
- Measure, order and compare length, mass and capacity

Statistics and Probability
- Identify chance of everyday events
- Identify probabilities of outcomes

Science:

Chemical Science
- Changing states of matter, cooking

Earth sciences
- Changes in the Earth, erosion

Biological Science
- Life cycles, living things change

Science Skills – questioning, observing, investigating

HASS:

History
- Cause, effect and impact of change
- Timelines/mapping skills
- Personal/family change
- Community/school change
- Changes in technology
- Early explorers – how they changed the world?
- Mapping explorations

Important Dates:
- Acquaintance Night – 15/2
- Assembly – 2/3
- Student Free Day – 21/3
- Sports Day – 24/3
- Interviews – 6/4
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- Changing states of matter, cooking
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- Changes in the Earth, erosion

Biological Science
- Life cycles, living things change

Science Skills – questioning, observing, investigating

The Arts:

Change - Time lapse photography
- Art program with Paul
- Music program with Natalie

Play and Creative Activity
- Social skills, fine motor skills, creativity, dramatic skills, gross motor skills and construction and Technology skills.

Specialist Subjects:

PE – Jono
Indonesian- Kaye
Music - Natalie
Science/Technology - Jemma
Art - Paul

Health/PE:

How people develop, grow and change
- Input from: Lyndall – Counsellor and Kerry – Pastoral Support Worker
- PE program with Jono

Teacher:
Rebecca Blackwell
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